
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE LITERARY ANALYSIS OF PORHYRIAS

LOVER A MONOLOGUE

Tabor reluctantly an introduction to the literary analysis of porhyrias lover a dramatic monologue, an analysis of the
vanguard "Porphyria's Lover," the.

She only goes and sees him when her passion is too great to contain. The man eventually goes to extremes to
get control and kills her. It evokes the image of a woman secretly visiting her lover For instance, in 'My Last
Duchess' we see an example of a man with too much pride from his line 'I choose to never stoop' The poem's
themes of sex, violence, and madness were of particular interest to Victorian readers, who reveled in
sensational tales of horror and depravity despite societal condemnation of all things immoral, but Browning
overturns normal expectations of such stories by presenting the sex between Porphyria and her lover as
natural, making the reader consider the relationship between sex and violence, and exploring the complex
nature of the speaker's madness. It would be dangerous to propose firm answers to these questions, for the
very good reason that Browning leaves them unresolved so that we are left scratching our heads over the
motive of the killer and his relation to Porphyria. Then Porphyria lays his head down on her chest and talks to
him, however he does not reply. The mood is depressive, which reflected Tennyson's family traits, as
Tennyson himself was very susceptible to depression. However, the tryst turns unpleasant when the speaker
kills Porphyria. But then, there is not the least feeling of regret or remorse afterwards. He explores the mental
processes of the characters, and invites readers to question societal ideas of power and gender In dramatic
monologue because you only get one person telling the story, you have to trust his judgements and criticisms
and believe or not believe what is being said One of the many poems that he wrote, My Last Duchess, is about
a man whose wife just died and he is looking into a new woman to marry A Handbook of Criti- cal
Approaches to Literature. The most obvious reason for the murder is that, the lover is insane. The narrator felt
so jealous that Porphyria would not be his and wanted her to stay his for more than a night that he takes away
the agency she had in the beginning of the poem completely away from her. Since Porphyria rejected the
norms laid down by the society of that time by engaging in an affair with someone outside her so- cial class,
her lover doubts her faithfulness towards him. On the contrary as the lover himself admitted Porphyria
worshipped him. In poetry, diction and tone go hand in a hand Liden Web. Women are portrayed as weak
characters with no voice. Through a feeling of dejection caused by the society the speaker reacts in a psychotic
way revealing a different side of his personality. This section contains words approx. He published many verse
dramas and dramatic monologues poems, like My Last Duchess, in which a single character speaks to the
reader , notably the collections Men and Women and Dramatis Personae  A certain feeling of satisfaction
flowed through my body.


